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1. Introduction This is the final report of the Project Design Courses IL2213/2214, which we are going to present our work of the past two months. The goals of the project can be divided into two parts. First, we were asked to design some FIR filters, which were successfully finished. And then based on them, we were required to make analyses to solve the timing issue and measure the system performance. However, due to the limited project time, though we made some analyses and gave part of the results of the measurements, the results were not quite sufficient. Anyway, we still summarized all of what we've done in this report, and hope it will be helpful for the future research. The report is organized as follows: in Chapter 2 we talked about our understanding of the project and described what the “Timing Issue” is. In Chapter 3 we explained how the projected was planned and performed. From Chapter 4, we started to introduce details of our project designs, with the FIR implementation at first. Then in Chapter 5, we concluded solutions for the timing issue according to our understanding, as well as analyses that why our FIR were able to keep function correct in case of the existence of the timing issue. Chapter 6 described and compared the tools used for time measurement. Finally in Chapter 7, all the data from the experiments and analyses were given. Besides, lots of project technical implement details were given as appendices. Chapter 7 and Appendix K were written by Fang Huan; Appendix B and D were composed by Xu Jie; the project specification in Appendix A was given by our supervisor Dr. Zhonghai Lu; all of the rest parts were done by Li Xiang. All of the project documents and software codes will be available and uploaded to http://www.olivercamel.com/upload/prj2214.rar. This link will be valid until September 1st, 2008. Comments are welcome. The contact information of our group members can be found in the "Group Information". Any questions related to the documents please direct to the section authors as mentioned above.
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2. Understanding of the Project In chapter 2, we start to introduce our understanding of the project by presenting the problem itself, which we called the Timing Issue. The chapter is supposed to answer the questions of: What is the Timing Issue? Why it is important and worthy to pay attention to? What are the benefits we will gain from solving this issue?



2.1 From the Perspective of Synchronization Synchronization is a broad topic in electronics systems. When a system contains more than one component inside and needs communications or other interactions between some of those components, well performed synchronization is necessary. Otherwise the components may not work together in their expected manners, and thus the whole system fails. Many issues that engineers researched for can be finally sorted into synchronization problems. Software needs protocols to synchronize each other. If two digital systems use different clock frequencies, their connection interfaces have to be able to work correctly in multiple clock domains. Even two systems with the same clock frequencies also need synchronization, because the two clocks may have different phases. When coming to the synchronization between hardware and software blocks, it becomes more interesting and complicated. This is also what the project focuses on. Here we define the Software Blocks as CPU centric based hardware platform where software coding runs upon. The platform could include one or more processors, bus structure, memory and other peripherals. While the Hardware Blocks means those digital circuits developed by Hardware Description Language (HDL) and synthesized by EDA tools. FPGAs and ASICs components are typical examples of hardware blocks. Since both software and hardware have their advantages and drawbacks, they are both popular in today's electronic systems. As the development of the technology, the digital systems are becoming more complicated and containing more components than before. In the perspective of system level, it is not unusual that software and hardware blocks are needed and included at the same time. Once a system involves both two types of blocks and communications are required between software and hardware blocks, some kind of synchronization have to be taken into consideration.
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2.2 Timing Issue As describe above, the Timing Issue refers to system functional incorrectness caused by synchronization problems between hardware and software blocks. In the system, due to the lack of consciousness of the synchronization, the hardware and software blocks may not well cooperated although every single block works properly as designed. Following we use an example to illustrate the timing issue. Note that this example is only a designed simple demonstration. It will be more complex cases in reality. As Figure 1 shown, the system is divided into three components, two counters and one adder. We assume that the gray parts will be implemented by hardware, while white part by a CPU (software). The counter starts from 0 and adds one by one itself. Meantime, the adder calculates the final results. In the example, simply we would like to expect the adder will give the results of 2, 4, 6 …



Figure2.1 Timing Problem between HW/SW Blocks However, things go wrong when the system is finished, mainly because hardware and software always work at a different speed and are not well synchronized. Here if lets say hardware blocks are a little bit faster to finish an add operation than software, the result of waveform will look like Figure 2.



Figure2.2 Unexpected Result because of Timing Issue 2007/12/27
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The example shows the timing issue, that the synchronization between hardware and software blocks needs to be considered, especially for the components with multiple inputs which are from different types of blocks. The timing issue is important however often ignored. One reason is that historically software and hardware are two different techniques. They were always used individually in a system, and had totally different design methodology. So it is not easy to unify them. Another reason is because of the modern top-to-bottom design methodology in electronics. At the beginning of top level, usually we only decide how to partition the system functions and how each component works, without care much about the implement details. Then for each function unit we determine if it is better to implement in hardware or software and assign it to the specialized design team. When come to the bottom level, each team only focuses on its own component but difficult or even unable to consider the synchronization from a broad system perspective.



2.3 Essence of the Timing Issue The hardware and the software have different concepts of time. This is the essential reason behind the timing issue. In hardware, all the logics are driven by the clock which generated by oscillators. The time spent for performing a function mainly depends on the clock frequency and how many cycles are needed. The time of each clock cycle in hardware is basically regular though highly influenced by the stability and accuracy of the oscillator. On the other hand of software, how to calculate the time is much difficult, because the processors are driven by the instructions. All codes in high level computer language will be finally translated to the instructions for the processor. It is hard to predict the time spent in software because it depends on the number and the type of instructions. Different instructions usually have different performing time. A "multiplication" instruction will definitely spend more time than a "move". Besides, the structure of the processor, i.e. cache and pipeline, and the branch of the code also highly contribute to the irregularity of the software time. Even the same code fragment placed at different locations will lead different performing time. In short, the hardware and the software have different concepts and perspectives to the same "time". This can be compare to the normal persons and color blind people have different understanding to the same objects. So it is not that easy to synchronize the hardware and software in a system and make them work together well. This leads to the timing issue.
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2.4 Benefits from Solving the Timing Issue The timing issue is important and worthy to take care of. Otherwise the system may fail to present its expected function. And due to it has not been systematically investigated so far, to find out a complete solution for the timing issue is our primary motivation for the project. The benefits we gained from solving the timing issue can be summarized as the following: First we can keep our system correct by getting rid of the timing issue; Second, if we are able to synchronize the components as we want, it should be easier to understand the timing behavior of the system, which can be used to analyze the system performance further, and tell us where the time is mostly spend; Third, we can try to optimize the system based on our analyses, which means to improve by optimizing the bottleneck components; Finally, this will also give some useful suggestions at system level design, i.e. it is better to partition which functional block into hardware or software and so on.
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3. Project Plans After understand the timing issue which we are going to investigate, this chapter gives some detailed explanations of how the project was planned to be done. Here we followed the specification came from our supervisor Dr. Zhonghai Lu. His specification is attached in Appendix A.



3.1 FIR as Target To investigate the timing issue, first we need some objects as samples for experiments. In our project we choose Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters as the target, which means we will try to create the phenomena of the timing issue by designing several FIR filters and then research based on them. At least one of those FIRs will be designed with a combination of hardware and software. FIR filters are well-known and widely used for Digital Signal Processing (DSP) as well as many other electronic systems. The structures of FIRs can be various, but all of them includes a set of operations of adds and multiplies. There is a more detailed introduction of the principle of FIR in Appendix B. We also made a FIR functional demonstration in MATLAB. The M code and the result are presented in Appendix C. Presently FIRs is implemented either in software with DSP processors or in hardware. There are many hardware FIR Intellectual Property (IP) cores for sale. Hardware implementation is considered with higher performance because it has many hardware multipliers and can calculate all multiplies in parallel at a time. While the software FIR is relatively easy to implement and maintain but highly time-consuming when the processors compute those multiplication instructions one by one. It is a good idea to divide a FIR into two parts and implement its multipliers with hardware and others (adders and so on) with software at the same time. This is also what some real industrial products did. First it gives the possibility of the appearance of the timing issue because communications are needed between the hardware multipliers and software. Besides, it is a good chance the research how much of the performance increasing caused by this improvement.
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3.2 ALTERA's Design Platform In our project, we choose ALTERA's develop board and design tools as our project experimental environment. ALTERA Corporation is one of the biggest FPGA producers of the world. It develops not only FPGAs but IPs and Design Tools as well. NIOS is a processor IP developed by ALTERA, and therefore can be easily integrated into FPGAs of ALTERA. We will not introduce much about ALTERA here. More information can be found at its website [1]. ALTERA's products give great benefits for our project. Since FPGAs is good environment for hardware designs, we can create and verify hardware block on FPGA with ALTERA's Quartus tool. Further, with the SOPC Builder tool, we can easily set up a software platform with NIOS processor. In short, we can include both hardware and software blocks on ALTERA's FPGAs and perform our research for the timing issue. Besides, all of our group members are familiar with ALTERA's tools and devices. And we are able to access ALTERA's develop boards from the laboratory of KTH. This is one of an important reason that we choose ALTERA's products in the project. In the project, we performed our experiment on ALTERA's NIOS II Development Kit, Startix II Edition, with a Startix 2S60ES FPGA. For more information of the development kit, take a look at the references [2-4].



3.3 Project Requirements and Review So far, all background knowledge of the project has been introduced. Here we summarize again for the project goals and review what we've done during the project time. The requirements of our project can be divided into two parts: FIR design and analysis for timing issue based on these FIRs. First we were asked to design 4 FIRs: one pure software FIR, one pure hardware FIR, one FIR mainly in software but with hardware multiplier and one FIR with hardware adder but software multiplier. Second we need to make some analyses based on these FIRs for timing issue 2007/12/27
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investigation. Some kinds of time measurements are needed in this phase. Our supervisor would like us to answer 3 questions after our research. They are: (1) hardware and software have different timing concepts, but SW, HW and SW-HW FIRs can still be functionally correct. What are the requirements to guarantee their correction and eliminate timing issue? (2) Find the factors that affect the system performance. Where is the performance bottleneck, i.e. where the time is mostly spent? (3) How the system performance can be further improved? Now in this final report, we can conclude our work according to the requirements above. For the basic FIR designs, we successfully finished all 4 FIRs that required by our supervisor. The FIRs were designed with ALTERA's development kit, and implemented on Stratix FPGA. SOPC builder was used to generate software platform with NIOS II processor, which software codes run upon. Detailed information of FIR implementation will be described in Chapter 4. For the analysis part, however we did not present a real outstanding work. For the first question, we concluded some general solutions for timing issue to guarantee a correct system function, together with some of our own ideas. These will be described in Chapter 5. But for the other two questions, though we do made some measurements and got lots of data from the experiments, we failed to give more sufficient conclusions due to the limit time. Anyway we still summarized our experiments and measurements, which will be shown in Chapter 7.
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4. FIR Implementation Chapter 4 will describe how the FIR filters in our project were designed.



4.1 General Description All FIR filters were designed with ALTERA's NIOS II development kit [2], on a Stratix II 2S60ES FPGA device. We were asked to design 4 FIRs with different functional partition into hardware or software. They are one pure hardware, one pure software FIR, and software FIR with hardware multiplier and with hardware adder. For the pure hardware one, we designed it with a MATLAB toolbox called "Filter Design HDL Coder". It generates HDL codes for the filters according to the parameters we assigned. Then we use Quartus as the synthesis tool and verify it on FPGA with SignalTap. For more information of the MATLAB toolbox, see the reference [5]. And we described the hardware FIR design in detail in Appendix D. For the other three FIRs, we made a software system with NIOS II processor with SOPC Builder. Since the requirements asked us to perform multiplication and add in hardware, we designed these components in VHDL, and attached together with the SOPC system. Therefore, all three FIRs are able to share the same system, with only differences on C codes. The SOPC system and VHDL multiplier/adder will be introduced later. And a simple tutorial of how to make custom component in SOPC Builder is attached as Appendix E. Beside, we also studied how to use the flash device on the FPGA board, since FPGA needs to read lots of input data and coefficients which are not able to edit manually. A Tutorial of how to use the flash device and build a read-only file system in NIOS II IDE is in the Appendix F. Plus, our C codes and algorithms of recognizing input numbers is presented in Appendix G.
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4.2 SOPC Minimum System



Figure4.1 SOPC System Figure 4.1 shows the system we designed for the FIRs, which includes a NIOS II CPU, a SDRAM, a system clock timer, a JTAG debug connection, a System ID component to identify the system, a customized hardware multiplier and adder designed in VHDL and attached by ourselves. Besides, a high resolution timer and a performance counter are also connected to measure the time. We will come back to time measurement and these hardware components in Chapter 6. The system is called minimum because we included only the components required. We also configured the system to benefit the time measurement. Thus the performance of the system is highly restricted. Anyway, we did not intend to design a high performed FIR filter but want to investigate the timing issue.
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Figure4.2 NIOS II/e Core One important configuration in our system is that the NIOS II Core version "e" is used. This version of the NIOS processor is the most simplified core with the smallest circuit area on FPGA. NIOS II/e has no caches at all, and performs only one single instruction at a time. It has to wait for an instruction to complete before fetching and dispatching the next instruction [6]. In our system, all the instructions are saved in the external SDRAM. So the CPU has to read the instructions outside every time. As we can see that this configuration highly limits the performance of the processor, but in this case there will be no influences from cache and pipeline, i.e. the time spent on CPU is more regular and therefore benefit for our time measurement. Our custom HWMUL and HWADD VHDL blocks contain only one multiplier and one adder. This means the FIR calculation have to iterate many times when using these components. Since software FIR can calculate only one addition or multiplication at a time, it is better to make comparison between different versions of FIRs if we use only one hardware adder and multiplier as well.



4.3 C Project Build Configuration When talking to the time measurement and the performance of the software project. The parameters of the NIOS II IDE compiler need to be considered. In our experiments, "debug" mode and "-O0" (No optimize) have great differences with 2007/12/27
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"release" configuration and "-O3" (optimize most). We made experiments under both 2 types of settings. Details are showed in Chapter 7.



Figure4.3 Compile Configuration



4.4 Description of Hardware Multiplier and Adder In our systems, a VHDL hardware multiplier and an adder are attached. The software is allowed to use instructions of IOWR (IO write) and IORD (IO read) with the corresponding address to access these hardware resources. Our FIRs are designed in this way to calculate multiplication and addition in hardware when necessary. The VHDL codes is in the Appendix H. The 12 bits multiplier uses "*" to present a multiplication operation, and is synthesized into 2 DSP block 9-bit elements by Quartus. Both inside the multiplier and the adder, we included counters. There are two counters for each component. The one counts from receiving an IOWR to an IORD. The other counter counts reversely from an IORD to an IOWR. The numbers of counter are returned together with the result of calculation, and could be used to analyze the communication time. At the beginning, we designed the multiplier and adder with 2 inputs ports for the operands. And there specialized logic inside to guarantee that the result of calculation is valid until the 2 input operands are ready. But in the final version we limited to only 1 input port, since it could reduce one communication time. The two operands are combined in software and then send to the hardware multiplier/adder.
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Figure4.4 Output Format of the Multiplier Figure 4.4 shows the data format of the multiplier output. The highest 12 bits is the result of multiplication. Two counters take 9 bits and 10 bits respectively. The last bit is used to identify if the number is valid when equal to "1". The output is 32 bits since in SOPC Builder, the interface of custom components are allowed only as 8 bits or multiple times of 8. The 12 bits calculation result is required in the project specification.



4.5 FIR Parameters Since our project focuses on investigating of the timing issue, the parameters of the FIR is not strict assigned, and is set by ourselves. Most of the settings are written as "#define" in C code and easily changeable. In the project for measurement, we used one11 taps FIR with 6 coefficients from 1 to 6. By utilizing the symmetry property of the coefficients of FIR, we first perform symmetrical addition, and then only 6 multiplications are needed. We gave 1000 inputs numbers for the FIR.



4.6 FIR Software Coding Structure The C code for FIR is easy to read and attached as Appendix I. The structure of the code can be divided into 6 steps for FIR calculation. The first step is to prepare all input data and coefficients. Save them into 2 arrays. Then the software moves the circular buffer of FIR. Drops the oldest data and reads a new one into it from the input data array. The third step is called symmetry add. Numbers with the same coefficients of multiplication adds together first. This can reduce the times of multiplications and thus improve the speed of FIR calculation. The fourth step is multiplication with coefficients. And then all the numbers is accumulated together as the FIR result. Finally in the sixth step, the result is saved into an output buffer. For the detail of the C code, please take a look at Appendix I. 2007/12/27
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5. Solutions for Timing Issue After the descriptions of the FIR implementation, it is time to make some further research. Though in our FIR communications were performed between software and hardware which means it was under the risk of the timing issue, all of FIRs still kept function correct. It is interesting to analyze how the timing issue is solved and avoided in the project. In this chapter, we will first give some general solutions for the timing issue. Then focus on analyzing our project. Besides, we present some more new ideas for the solutions of timing issue, which we did not attempt due to the limit project time.



5.1 General Solutions for Timing Issue There are some general ideas that dealing with the timing problem caused by the synchronization between software and hardware. This section will describe them briefly. 5.1.1 Limit to Only One Implement Method Since the timing problem is mainly caused by the differences between software and hardware implementation, the easiest way is to unify the design approach for all components in a system, either in software or hardware method, i.e. to emulate instructions by creating new corresponding logic elements or coding more software for hardware block functions, so that we use only one method to implement the whole system. This is a possible solution when a system is small and simple enough, because the loss of the advantages of those parts changing from software to hardware or vice versa is not so significant. It is a trade-off to solve the timing problem with performance. 5.1.2 Organize the System with One Implement Method When the system is becoming more and more complicated, it presumes unacceptable expense if we adhere to only one design method. We have to admit the existence of hardware and software components and find a real method to make them synchronized. But the previous idea of uniform implementation may still be taken as a reference, which means we can try to organize the whole system with only one method. For example, if the software is chosen, the whole system is considered as a software 2007/12/27
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system, with a dominant processor in the center and with a bus. Those hardware components are treated as blocks connected to the bus, and are managed by the processor. Interfaces for hardware components need to be developed so that they can be controlled by software system, as well as new custom-instructions have to create for the processor. When the custom-instructions are calling by the CPU, commands are then sent to those hardware blocks through the bus. And the results will feedback after hardware operation. Co-processors are typical examples for this case. Figure 5.1 shows this case.



Figure5.1 Software Organization with Hardware Component If we choose hardware method as system level organization, things are similar. CPU platform will be considered as a hardware block and software functions are called by other hardware components. Whatever we choose, some kinds of interfaces are needed to make the different implemented components worked together. In such solutions, performance is saved better but still limited, since those dominated components cannot work freely and have to wait until their assignment is given. 5.1.3 Define Protocols between Hardware and Software Many systems are even more complex, and their hardware and software components are working independently rather than organized together. There are also solutions for these cases. Though may appear far from each other, essentially they can be concluded as some kind of synchronization protocol. 2007/12/27
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The most common example is that setting break points and a flag signal shared by both hardware and software components. When the faster component arrive its break point, it stops to set the flag, and then waits for the other. After the other component comes to the break point and clears the flag signal, both components are synchronized and then continue working. In this solution, faster components still need to wait, but basically their performance is utilized. And the overhead that we need to implement extra protocols should be also considered.



5.2 Interconnection Structure After introduce some general solutions for the timing issue, now let's focus on our project and analyze why the FIRs we designed are able to keep functional correct. Since our designs were made by ALTERA's tools and chose NIOS II as the processor to run software codes, generating a system by SOPC Builder to implement the FIR became the simplest and the most feasible way. So we made a SOPC system as described in Chapter 4. Besides the components provided by ALTERA, we designed our own multiplier and adder. To make them work together with the SOPC system, we had to connect these components as well, and let it controlled by the NIOS processor. So generally speaking, we used the solution as described in 5.1.2, i.e. use software as the dominant role to organize the whole system, while the hardware multiplier and adder worked as affiliated components. This master-slave relationship is also defined by Avalon interconnection structure and need to comply in SOPC systems. Avalon can be seen as the "bus" of SOPC systems developed by ALTERA Corporation. However it is not the same as the traditional bus but a modern system Interconnection Structure. It supports many new features to improve the system performance by increasing the throughput of the communications of the components. For more information of Avalon, see the reference [7, 8]. The Avalon requires all the components in a SOPC system have to take the role of either "master" or "slave". Furthermore, the slave can only connect to master and vice versa. Master-to-master or slave-to-slave connections are not allowed. This master-slave pair connection relationship actually eliminates the potential conflicts between any two components. Therefore surely help to solve the timing issue.
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It seems a good idea to add the solution for timing issue into the bus standards. For Avalon interconnection structure, it is not explicitly stated. We did not check other popular bus standards to see if they have defined rules to eliminate the timing issue. But if they do, all the components connected to the bus will easily get rid of this problem. Except for Avalon itself, the logic we designed inside the multiplier/adder also contribute to figure out the timing issue. As described above, at the beginning our multiplier had 2 input ports. It is obvious that the 2 inputs may not arrive at the same time. It is the logic we designed that kept the multiplier generate right results only in the case of the 2 input operands were valid. So this helped functional correct as well. When a component has multiple inputs and especially they are from different types of blocks (both hardware and software), the synchronization and the timing issue need to be cared about. Usually some interface logics have to be designed to solve the problem. To conclude, in our project, first we organized the system to be a software dominant platform; second, we followed the rules of Avalon interconnection; and besides we designed some logics ourselves for the synchronization. The three factors above are the reasons that why our FIRs are able to perform their expected function in a correct way.



5.3 Other Ideas of Solutions Besides the general solutions mentioned above, we also thought about some other ideas for the synchronization between hardware and software. But due to the limit project time, we failed to try these solutions further. The ideas are listed here and hope they will be helpful some time for the future research. Compare to the software, the time spent on hardware in clock cycles is more regular. So our ideas mainly focus on software part. 5.3.1 Count and Translate to the Software Running Time To synchronize the software and hardware, it is better to find their relationship in time. One idea is to use hardware counters as a bridge. First count how many cycles for software the finish some certain functions. And then use this number as reference to design hardware blocks, since it is easy and possible to assign the delay cycles of critical path for a function block in hardware. After that, the software and hardware are easier to synchronize because the time spent on both of them is the same. 2007/12/27
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5.3.2 Measure Accurately for Every Instruction On the other hand, we can make further research on the architecture of the processor. After understanding how CPU performs each instruction, and have accurate measurement on the time spent for each instruction, we can easily calculate the overall required time for a code fragment. Thus it is able to predict how the synchronization will be. 5.3.3 Investigation on the Compiler Another idea is to focus the research on the compiler, by which all the instructions are generated. If the timing property can be considered by the complier and create the instructions with the assigned time, it should be better to synchronize with hardware part. Further, if we invent a new compiler, which can operate software code like C and hardware HDL code at the same time, and generate a co-designed system once, it should be a revolution in electronic designs. 5.3.4 New Synchronization Protocols Except for the ideas above, we agree that if some new protocols can be invent for effective and efficient synchronization meanwhile with little overhead, it will be definitely helpful for solving the timing issue.
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6. Time Measurement Methodology If we want to make detailed analyses for the system performance and synchronization, data of the time information are needed. In hardware, we can count the clock cycles from the simulation waveforms. But in software, we need some tools and formal methodology to measure how much time is spent for a piece of codes or instructions. This chapter will first introduce the measurement tools for software, and then make some comparisons between them.



6.1 Introductions of Measurement Tools ALTERA provides 3 tools for time measurements for the projects developed by NIOS II IDE. They are GNU Profiler, High Resolution Timer and Hardware Performance Core [9]. GNU profiler is a software tool written by Jay Fenlason, used to reflect the overall system performance and the proportion of the time consumption for each function. Since GNU profiler is not good at given the exact time for a code section and takes too much overhead, we will not discuss it more here. Here we only give its reference [10]. The high resolution timer is a hardware peripheral connected to the processor, as we can see the "high_res_timer" in the system component list in Chapter 4. The peripheral counts the clock ticks continually according to the system clock. The timer is easy to use. Once the a function "x = alt_timestamp()" is called, it return the current value of the timer to variable x. If we call it again later and assign the new value to another variable y, by "y – x", we can get the numbers of the ticks that spent during the code was performing, and thus measurement the time. The only thing needs to be done is to insert 2 alt_timestamp() calls at the starting and ending points of the code [11]. Hardware Performance Core is an IP core designed by ALTERA. Actually it is a group of hardware counters. When the core receives the signal from the processor, it starts to count until another stop signal. The numbers of cycles saved in the counter can be used to evaluate the time spent. Since this hardware core can support up to 7 counters, it is possible to measure different code section respectively [12]. On thing need to remember is that time measurement tools also have overhead themselves. It takes extra time than the software code to start/stop the counter.
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If we compare high resolution timer to hardware performance core, basically they are the same thing, that both are counters. But the main difference between them is that when calling alt_timestamp(), it will return the value to a software variable directly. However for the hardware performance core, the command of start/stop the counter and read the value is separated. This implies a pair of alt_timestamp() calls itself will spend more time overhead than a pair of start/stop instruction for performance core. The performance counter core also has its drawback compare to the high resolution timer, which is that consuming to much hardware area and resources. Except for the 3 tools provided by ALTERA, there could be also other measurement methodologies. For example, use experimental instrument to measure the electronic signal directly. This method has no overhead at all. Or we could design some logic ourselves to measure the time. But in our project, we mainly focus on the tools of timestamp and performance counter. A comparison will be made between the two in next section.



6.2 Hardware Performance Core VS High Resolution Timer In our project, the hardware area on FPGA is not a critical problem. It is not a big problem that hardware performance core take more logic elements. But we need to know more accurately which tool has larger time overhead. Both hardware performance counter core and high resolution timer have overhead. To compare between them, we wrote a C code for measurement. First we called alt_timestamp() function in pairs and performed 100 times, without anything else. Meanwhile this time was measured by another alt_timestamp(), as Figure 6.1 showed.



Figure6.1 Code Fragment for Overhead Measurement
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The code above used timestamp to measure the overhead of 100 times. Then we changed to performance counter core to measure the same 100 alt_timestamp() function pairs. After that, similarly we performed another measurement with only 100 pairs of instructions of start and stop of performance core. Again, we measured with both timestamp and performance core itself. The result is listed in Figure 6.2.



Figure6.2 Comparison of the Overhead The data of the result clearly shows that overhead of timestamp is much higher then the performance (PERF) core, about 7 times larger. Note that here we use –O0 + debug compile configuration. Above all, we can conclude that in case the FPGA area is not quite important, the performance core is the best way to measure the time of a piece of code in software, which has much smaller overhead than the high resolution timer. So in our project, we measured the performance data of FIRs with performance counter core.
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7. Measurements and Analysis 7.1 Measurements In order to get rid of advanced features provided by NiosII CPU and make measurements as accurate as possible, we choose NiosII/e economic CPU mode as our test platform, where all cache and embedded hardware multipliers are disabled. System clock is set to 50.0 MHz. All data are stored and read/write via SDRAM. In software, optimization level is first set to -O0(none) and then -O3(most) for comparison. 1000 samples are processed and measured by a separate hardware counter. We may see two different results according to different optimization level: Five types of plans are measured and compared: 1. Software + Hardware multiplier (2 input ports); 2. Software + Hardware multiplier (1 input port); 3. Software FIR filter (fixed-point); 4. Software + Hardware multiplier (1 input port); 5. Software FIR filter (float-point); Table7.1 Timing measurements of different optimization levels Partitions



-O0



-O3



SW + HW Mul2



14950 = 7100+2300+5550



4420=2040+600+1780



SW + HW Mul1



16580 = 8700+2300+5580



4710=2360+620+1730



SW Fixed



13900 = 6300+2350+5250



8600=6270+600+1730



SW + HW Add



17930 = 5630+6730+5570



9300=5600+1850+1850



SW Float



103030=63520+20320+19190



97960=63900+18500+15560



Note: Time per sample = Multiplication time + Accumulation Time + Others (fetching data, circular buffer, symmetric addition, etc.)
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7.2 Analysis It’s beneficial to make a portion division and see where time is spent and then make an analysis about to which extent they affect synchronization and performance. We can have a first look at the data of the pure software FIR. Without any optimization, multiplication time takes about 6300 cycles which is 2-3 times more than accumulation time. After enabling optimization option, it is a little surprise that multiplication time remains the same, while other instructions are reduced in large scale. As a result of optimization, the proportion of multiplication is raised from 45.3% from 73%. It’s a good sign that we can save much more time if we put this part into hardware. In plan2, a 1-port hardware multiplier is added in NiosII SOPC platform. C software can call this function unit directly by IOWR and IORD instructions. However, we did not see any reduction of time related to multiplication. The reason is all instructions are executed without optimization. Although multiplication is done in hardware in an instant, the average time for communication overhead per sample is even higher than executing a multiplication instruction in software. The loss is greater than the gain! However, we may see a great reduction on every part after turning optimization on. Communication overhead is acceptable now compared to multiplication time in software. The first part declines to 46.2%～50.1% from 73% and the overall sampling rates is raised by 82.6%. As you can see in plan1, the 2-ports structure need less time which makes it the fastest implementation. The software sends two times for input data and coefficients separately instead of shifting and combining them together which saves a certain time of overhead (~300 ticks) and get a higher sampling rates (raised by 6.6% or so). If we eliminate the process of status checking, there is no obvious improvements and may cause functional incorrectness. In Plan4 we implement a hardware adder instead of multiplier for comparison. It’s obvious this is the least efficient partition plan. The communication overhead is nearly 3 times as much as software “add” instructions. The overall performance becomes worse consequently. We also test float-point FIR based on plan3 and see a very bad performance compared to others. Float-point multiplication takes about 10 times clock cycles more than fixed-point in both cases. As for other operations, a greater optimization happens on fixed-point calculations than float-point ones. That’s why we really need a float-point calculation unit for acceleration in modern CPU architecture.
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7.3 Functional Correctness Since we have both hardware and software working on the same platform, how do we guarantee they functions correctly under different timings? There are various methods to keep synchronization for concurrent processes like handshaking, setting flags or using IRQs. In this design, we adopt additional status signals together with result data in order to indicate the validity of data. These status bits are checked before we read results from hardware. Inside the hardware component, there are also some internal signals to guarantee synchronization requirements when it has more than one input ports



7.4 Conclusion Together with the fully serial hardware FIR filter, a thorough comparison can be made based on timing measurements above. Plans



Throughput



Hardware FIR (12 bits fixed-point)



833.33K/s



Software +Hardware Multiplier(2)



11.31K/s



Software +Hardware Multiplier(1)



10.62K/s



Software FIR (fixed-point)



5.81K/s



Software +Hardware adder



5.38K/s



Software FIR(float-point)



0.51K/s



Table7.2 Throughputs of various FIRs under optimization level O3 Hardware designs are undoubtedly the best solution at the cost of expensive ASIC circuits. In the reference design, it takes six clock cycles for one sample thus the throughput is 833.33K/s at 50.0MHz clock frequency. Hardware/Software co-designs will get a better performance if we put the appropriate functions into hardware. Obviously, multiplication is the most time consuming part in an FIR design. This is the performance bottleneck which needs to be accelerated. If we implement an adder in hardware then we go in the wrong direction. Furthermore, float-point calculations are much slower than fixed-point calculations in software. Hardware/software co-design developments need know ledges in both hardware and software domains to make good design tradeoffs. Besides, they have different flavors according to the application domain, implementation technology and design methodology.
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References: [1] ALTERA Corporation, http://www.altera.com [2] NIOS II Development Kit Stratix II Edition, ALTERA Corporation, http://www.altera.com/products/devkits/altera/kit-niosii-2S60.html [3] NIOS II Development Kit Getting Started User Guide, ALTERA Corporation, 2007.5, http://www.altera.com/literature/ug/ug_nios2_getting_started.pdf [4] NIOS Development Board Stratix II Edition Reference Manual, ALTERA Corporation, 2007.5, http://www.altera.com/literature/manual/mnl_nios2_board_stratixII_2s60_rohs.pd f [5] Filter Design HDL Coder 2 User's Guide, The MathWorks Company, 2007.9, http://www.mathworks.com/access/helpdesk/help/pdf_doc/hdlfilter/hdlfilter.pdf [6] Nios II Processor Reference Handbook, Chapter 5, ALTERA Corporation, 2007.10, http://www.altera.com/literature/hb/nios2/n2cpu_nii51015.pdf [7] Quartus II Version 7.2 Handbook Volume 4: SOPC Builder, Chapter 2, ALTERA Corporation, 2007.10, http://www.altera.com/literature/hb/qts/qts_qii5v4.pdf [8] Avalon Memory-Mapped Interface Specification, ALTERA Corporation, 2007.5, http://www.altera.com/literature/manual/mnl_avalon_spec.pdf [9] Application Note 391, Profiling Nios II Systems, ALTERA Corporation, 2006.2, http://www.altera.com/literature/an/an391.pdf [10] Jay Fenlason and Richard Stallman, GNU gprof, http://www.gnu.org/software/binutils/manual/gprof-2.9.1/html_mono/gprof.html [11] Nios II Software Developer's Handbook, Chapter 6, ALTERA Corporation, 2007.10, http://www.altera.com/literature/hb/nios2/n2sw_nii5v2.pdf [12] Performance Counter Core, ALTERA Corporation, 2007.10, http://www.altera.com/literature/hb/nios2/qts_qii55001.pdf
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Project proposal for the Project Design course in the SoC Design program: Timing Relationship between Hardware and Software Processes The problem statement: SoC application design typically starts with a functional specification, which gives the functionality of the application without information about the implementation architectures. In such a functional specification, application is modeled as conceptually concurrent communicating processes. Processes, which may be stateless or stateful, are logically operated with a single global clock. And there is no distinction of hardware (HW) and software (SW) at this system level. As the design process proceeds, processes are partitioned into and then implemented in HW and SW. However, in implementation, HW and SW processes do not share the same notion of time at the least, since HW processes are operated by clock(s) and SW processed are driven by instructions executing on a CPU. The timing between a logic clock and the CPU clock may be asynchronous. A big question is how to make the implementation match its specification, if the timing assumption for all processes does not hold in the implementation domain? Tasks: In this project, we are going to investigate this critical issue, which has farreaching significance for a wide variety of SoC application designs. We use a simple yet meaningful example to go through the entire project phase. This example is a generic FIR filter, which consists of a number of operations of multiplications and additions. The FIR fliter has two versions, one for fixed point (12 bits) and the other floating point. We shall complete all the implementations on a Nios FPGA board. Phases: The project is to run in 3 sequential phases. But Phase 2 and 3 may interleave. 1. Specification: design models for fixed-point and floating point FIRs in HW and SW. The floating point is only for SW. 2. Implementation: partition the functions of FIRs into HW and SW, and then implement them. For example, one choice is to implement multiplication in HW and addition in SW. 3. Result analysis: analyze the timing relation between HW logic and SW processes, describe what you have done to make your design correct, and give general conditions on correct timing relation for HW and SW processes and tradeoffs. Project report, seminar and deliverable: 1. A project plan. It should present a rather good understanding of the stated problem, the implementation plan and schedule. 2. A mid-term report. It reports the progress of the project. More than half of the work should have been done. 3. A final report. It should be presented as a complete technical report covering specification, implementation and result analysis. Reports should be orally presented using slides, and the implementations be delivered. Team size: four students. Supervisor: Dr. Zhonghai Lu ([email protected])
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Appendix B. A Short Introduction to FIR Filter 1. Definition A finite impulse response (FIR) filter is a type of digital filter. There is no feedback in the filter; therefore, when an impulse was put in, zeroes will eventually come out, that is to say, it has limited nonzero value. A FIR filter operation can be represented by the following equation: N



y[ n] = h0 x[n] + h1 x[n − 1] + L + hN x[n − N ] = ∑ hi x[n − i ] i =0



x[n] is the input signal, y[n] is the output signal and hi is the filter coefficient. N is known as the filter order. Set x[ n] = δ [ n]



δ [n] is the kronecker delta impulse. The impulse response for an FIR is N



q[ n] = ∑ hi δ [n − i ] = hn i =0



Then the Z-transform of the impulse response is Q[ z ] = Z {q[ n]} =



∞



N



n = −∞



n =0



∑ q[n]z −n = ∑ hn z −n



2. Traits Compared to IIR (Infinite Impulse Response), it is not easy for FIR to get good passband and attenuation during stopband. Only by using high filter order can FIR gain a good response. Although FIR has theses disadvantages, it also has some advantages: 1. FIR filter is stable because all the poles are located at the origin and thus are located within the unit circle. 2. They can easily be designed to be linear phase, that is to say, linear-phase filter delays the input signal, but does not distort its phase. 3. They do not require feedback, which means that any rounding errors are not compounded by summed iterations. In addition, they can usually be implemented using fewer bits, and the designer has fewer practical problems to solve related to non-ideal arithmetic. 2007/12/27
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4. They are simple to implement.



3. Realization FIR is the most popular type of filters implemented in software. An FIR filter is usually implemented by using a series of delays, multipliers and adders to create the filter’s output. The figure below shows the basic block diagram for an FIR filter of length N. The delays result in operating on prior input samples. The hk values are the coefficients used for multiplication, so that the output at time n is the summation of all the delayed samples multiplied by the appropriate coefficients.



Figure1 the logical structure of an FIR filter [1] The process of selecting the filter’s length and coefficients is called filter design. The goal is to set those parameters such that certain desired stopband and passband parameters will result from running the filter. Most engineers utilize a program such as MATLAB to do their filter design. But whatever tool is used, the results of the design effort should be the same: 1. A frequency response plot, which verifies that the filter meets the desired specifications, including ripple and transition bandwidth. 2. The filter’s length and coefficients. The longer the filter (more taps); the more finely the response can be tuned.



4. Reference: [1] Brian Wagner and Michael Barr, Introduction to Digital Filters, CMP Media, LLC. 2002, Available: http://www.netrino.com/Publications/Glossary/Filters.php
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Appendix C. A FIR Filter Functional Demonstration in MATLAB 1. Description To show the function and usage of the FIR Filter, a simple example was made in MATLAB. Firstly, a lowpass FIR was designed for filtering input signals. Two cosine signals were generated individually and mixed together, then sent to the input port of the FIR filter. Due to the frequency of one cosine wave is 400 Hz which is larger then the stopband frequency of the filter (300 Hz), this signal will be eliminated after filtering by FIR.



2. M Codes Here the MATLAB codes of the demo example are given. % This is a demonstration of the use of FIR filter. 2 cosine signals are % generated and added together as the input of the FIR. After filter, only % the signal with lower frequency inside passband is reserved, the other % is eliminated. A Power Spectral Density (PSD) is used to analysis and % prove this. % Step 1: Design and generate FIR % Define parameters for the FIR FreqSample = 1000;



% Sampling Frequency 1000 Hz



FirOrder = 29;



% 29 Order, means 30 coefficients



FreqPass = 200;



% Passband Frequency



FreqStop = 300;



% Stopband Frequency



WeightPass = 1;



% Passband Weight



WeightStop = 1;



% Stopband Weight



% Calculate the coefficients using the FIRPM function FirCoeff = firpm(FirOrder, [0 FreqPass FreqStop FreqSample/2]/(FreqSample/2), [1 1 0 0], [WeightPass WeightStop]);
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Project Design Courses IL2213/2214 % Generate FIR object FirFilter = dfilt.dffir(FirCoeff); % Step 2: Generate two cosine signals and filter them % Define time length t = 0 : 1/FreqSample : 5;



% from 5 seconds in total, with 1000Hz sample rate



% Generate input signals FreqA = 100;



% input siganl A with 100Hz



FreqB = 400;



% input signal B with 400Hz



SignalA = cos(2 * pi * t * FreqA);



% cosine input



SignalB = 2 * cos(2 * pi * t * FreqB);



% cosine input with twice amplitude



SignalAdd = SignalA + SignalB;



% overlap signal A and B as FIR's input



% Input the overlapped signal to the FIR filter to perform filter SignalOutput = filter(FirFilter, SignalAdd); % Step 3: Generate objects for PSD analysis % Generate spectrum and psd option objects for SignalAdd SpecObjAdd = spectrum.periodogram('rectangular'); PsdObjAdd = psdopts(SpecObjAdd, SignalAdd); set(PsdObjAdd, 'Fs', FreqSample, 'SpectrumType', 'twosided', 'CenterDC', true); % Generate spectrum and psd option objects for SignalOutput SpecObjOutput = spectrum.periodogram('rectangular'); PsdObjOutput = psdopts(SpecObjOutput, SignalOutput); set(PsdObjOutput, 'Fs', FreqSample, 'SpectrumType', 'twosided', 'CenterDC', true); % Step 4: Plot SignalAdd, SignalOutput, as well as their Power Spectral Density % Plot SignalAdd subplot(2, 2, 1); plot(t, SignalAdd); xlabel('Time (sec)'); ylabel('Overlapped Signal'); xlim([0 0.05]); % Plot SignalOutput subplot(2, 2, 3); plot(t, SignalOutput);
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Project Design Courses IL2213/2214 xlabel('Time (sec)'); ylabel('Filtered Signal'); xlim([0 0.08]); % PSD for SignalAdd subplot(2, 2, 2); psd(SpecObjAdd, SignalAdd, PsdObjAdd) % PSD for SignalOutput subplot(2, 2, 4); psd(SpecObjOutput, SignalOutput, PsdObjOutput)



3. How to Run It 1) 2) 3) 4) 5)



Open MATLAB in your computer. Create a new M-file. Copy and paste the codes above into this M-file. Save this file, with a name you want for example "firdemo.m". Run the M-file by typing this name at MATLAB prompt in the main window.



4. Result of the Code After the codes finish running, the following figure will be showed.



Figure1. Result of Demo Codes 2007/11/22
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From Figure 1 we can see and compare the signals before and after the FIR filter, it is clear that an overlapped signal became a regular cosine wave after filtering. From Power Spectral Density figure, we can also easily find all the power out of 300 Hz was eliminated by FIR.



5. Reference: [1] Getting Started with Signal Processing Toolbox 6, The Mathworks, 2007.9, http://www.mathworks.com/access/helpdesk/help/pdf_doc/signal/signal_gs.pdf, last visit: 2008.1.4. [2] Demo, Getting Started with Spectral Analysis Objects, in Signal Processing Toolbox, The Mathworks, Available in the product help of MATLAB software.
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Appendix D. Hardware FIR Design with MATLAB Filter Design HDL Coder 1. Design of FIR In our project, we built a FIR Filter by the toolbox which provided by MATLAB, all parameters given by the following data. Most FIR parameters such as the length, minimum length are given by toolbox default parameters. Filter Structure: Filter Length: Stable: Linear Phase: Arithmetic: Numerator: Input: Filter Internals: Output: Tap Sum: Product: Accumulator: Round Mode: Overflow Mode:



Direct-Form Symmetric FIR 43 Yes Yes (Type 1) fixed s12, 11 -> [-1 1) s12, 11 -> [-1 1) Full Precision s24, 22 -> [-2 2) (auto determined) s13, 11 -> [-2 2) (auto determined) s23, 22 -> [-1 1) (auto determined) s24, 22 -> [-2 2) (auto determined) No rounding No overflow



Design Method Information Design Algorithm: equiripple Design Specifications Sampling Frequency: Response: Specification: Passband Edge: Stopband Edge: Passband Ripple: Stopband Atten.:



48 kHz Lowpass Fp, Fst, Ap, Ast 9.6 kHz 12 kHz 1 dB 60 dB



Measurements Sampling Frequency: Passband Edge:



48 kHz 9.6 kHz
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3-dB Point: 6-dB Point: Stopband Edge: Passband Ripple: Stopband Atten.: Transition Width:



10.0626 kHz 10.3901 kHz 12 kHz 0.93896 dB 52.2392 dB 2.4 kHz



Implementation Cost Number of Multipliers: Number of Adders: Number of States: MultPerInputSample: AddPerInputSample:



22 43 42 22 43



Toolbox supports generating the VHDL code and Test bench code also. According the code, we understand the inside architecture of the filter, then compile the code in Modelsim. Figure1 show the architecture of the filter. Since the picture is too large, we also included it in our appendix.



Figure1. The Architecture of the Filter Test bench has the function about error report, so that we can check whether the result is correct or wrong. Figure 2 show the result of the running test bench.



Figure2. The Results of Testbench The first put_in is 7ff, which is 111 1111 1111 in binary, and give 0 for the next cycles, 2007/11/18
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so that we can check the coefficient. In order for FIR to read the input data with the clock going by, we make a ROM, in which the data was saved. We use Quartus II MegaWizard Plug-in function to make 1-PORT ROM, with the output width 12 bits, the memory 256 words and single clock method. Memory content data come from the memory initialization file [.mif]. Memory Initialization File is an ASCII text file which specifies the initial content of ROM. The content contains the input data of FIR. Since MATLAB produced the FIR test bench file, which includes the input data and expected output data, therefore, we write the data to Memory Initialization File the same with the data coming from test bench, so that the real output data of FIR can be compared with the expected output data from test bench. In detail, the Memory Initialization File is written like this: DEPTH = 3373; WIDTH = 12; ADDRESS_RADIX = UNX; DATA_RADIX = HEX; CONTENT BEGIN 00 : 7FF; 01 : 000; 02 : 000; 03 : 000; 04 : 000; 05 : 000; 06 : 000; 07 : 000; 08 : 000; 09 : 000; 0A : 000; 0B : 000; 0C : 000; …… END;
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2. TOP (ROM and FIR) The ROM and FIR components need a TOP VHDL file to integrate them together. Using mapping method to make the ports corresponding to the ports or signals, make the whole system, its RTL circuit can be seen as below:



Figure3. Connections of Entities In this TOP file, we divide the clock (named clk) frequency into two; give the final clock name clk1. It is the clock signal of ROM and FIR. The detailed structure shows below:



Figure4. Top Level Connections



3. Result After successful compiling, we connect the Cyclone II-EP2C20F484C7 board with computer using USB; place the pins corresponding to the ports using switches and 7-segment displays. Then open the window of In-System Memory Content Editor, choose the USB0 as the hardware, we can see the data saved in the ROM memory, which is the same with the data written in the Memory Initialization File. We use the SignalTap II logic Analyzer to see the result of the output data, compare 2007/11/18
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with the expected output data in order to judge the output correct or not. Choose the clock frequency as the same with clk, which is 50MHz, the trigger source is clk1, pattern is the rising edge.



Figure5. Using Signal Tap to Validate After running analysis, we get the waveform below. From the waveform, we can see the output changes with the clk1’s rising edge coming. Since we set when the clk rising edge coming and clk1 is high, the rom_address add 1. In addition, because clk1 is a signal, it will change after a process finish. Therefore, the rom_address will add one when the falling edge happening at clk1.



Figure6. Result Waveform Figure 6 is too large to show in a page as well. It is thus attached as another appendix. Compared with the expected data from test bench, we can see the output data is the same with the expected output data. Therefore, we could draw the conclusion, what we have done is right.
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Appendix E. A Brief Tutorial of Creating Custom Components in SOPC Builder 1. Introduction This article is a short tutorial which presents how to create a new custom component in SOPC Builder with an existing HDL file. The tutorial is easy to understand with almost step by step instructions. It is written for those beginner engineers who have no experiences of adding such self-written HDL components into SOPC systems. However, the tutorial supposes its readers have basic knowledge of using the Quartus and SOPC Builder software of ALTERA.



2. Background Though ALTERA has provided lots of components as default in the list for composing SOPC systems, it is not unusual that the users require involving some new components developed themselves. In this tutorial, let's assume that we have developed a hardware multiplier in VHDL. We want to attach it onto our SOPC system and let it controlled by the NIOS II processor. So the overall performance will improve since the CPU can run multiplication instructions in the specialized hardware multiplier which is faster then to do the same thing in software. But actually in the standard and fast version of NIOS II processors there are already multipliers included. So this tutorial is only a designed demonstration and has no value in practice. We used Quartus II version 7.1 in this tutorial.



3. Overview of Creating Custom Component Before we start detailed step by step tutorial, it is better to have an overview of the process of the component creation. Roughly, it can be divided into 4 stages. First, we need to have a prepared HDL component. It is an individual work and supposed to be done before. In our tutorial, a VHDL multiplier in the file of 2008/1/4
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HWMUL.vhd will be used. Second, you need to open your Quartus project, and start SOPC builder. For beginners we recommend you to copy the HDL file into the project folder of Quartus at the beginning. Then it will take some time to set the parameters in the wizard of the component creation of SOPC builder. We will talk about this in great detail in the next section. And finally, after the component finished creating, it is ready to use and you can insert it into your SOPC system as same as the other components. Then access it by writing C codes in the software projects of the NIOS II IDE.



4. Detailed Steps 1) First we need to start the Quartus II software develop tool and create a new project. 2) Then open SOPC Builder. 3) If SOPC Builder asks you to select between VHDL/Verilog and assigns a name for the block, do whatever you want. These have no influences in our tutorial. 4) After the SOPC Builder has opened, you can start creating new components either by double-click "Create new component …" on the top left of the window, or select the same command under "File" menu.



Figure1. Start Creating New Components
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5) Then the "Component Editor" starts up. First, a page of introduction comes. It summarizes useful information of how to use this tool. It is recommended to read.



Figure2. Component Editor 6) There are several tags under the menu. What we are going to do is to go through them one by one. Click "Next" come into the "HDL files" tag. 7) In the page of "HDL files", we need to select the VHDL multiplier. Press "Set HDL File …" and choose the VHDL file from its right place. One important thing is that if this VHDL file is located in a folder other than your Quartus II project folder, the multiplier component may not be able to use immediately after creating, and need additional steps of adding the path of component files into project settings. So here we suggest beginners copy the VHDL file into your project folder before do this step. We will come back again later for components management in Section 4.
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Figure3. Set HDL Files 8) After the VHDL file of the multiplier is chosen, SOPC Builder will automatically analyze this file to see if there is any error in VHDL descriptions. During the time, the chosen file (HWMUL.vhd in our tutorial) will blink in green color. For a complicated digital logic it will certainly take more time.



Figure4. Analyzing HDL File 9) After analyzing, SOPC Builder will give a report of information. Close it and then we are ready for the next step. Note that there are some errors in the log field at the bottom. Do not need to bother that since we will fix them in latter steps.



Figure5. Error Info 10) Before we click next to come into the "Signals" tag, it is worthy to spend some 2008/1/4
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time to take a look at our VHDL source file. Figure 6 gives its entity section.



Figure6. Entity of VHDL Multiplier 11) VHDL Entity defines the interface that connects the interval inner digital logic and other components outside. From Figure 6 we can see that the multiplier has 6 input/output signals: a clock, a reset, one input and output port, and read/write enable respectively. Note that the reset and read/write enable signals are active low (Be activated when receiving logic "0"). These 6 signals are the minimum required ports according to the SOPC system, i.e. any component should at least include these 6 signals to be compatible with SOPC system. Meanwhile it also requires the length of the data ports of the custom components should be one of 8, 16, 32 or 64 to be able to connect to the SOPC interconnection fabric (the bus of the system), so probably you will have to insert some non-functional signals to complement the input/output port width for your own HDL designs. 12) When analyzing the HDL file, SOPC Builder automatically recognizes the interface signals from VHDL source. They are listed in the "Signals" page.



Figure7. Signal List of the Multiplier 2008/1/4
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13) Any component connected to SOPC system should use Avalon Interface. Here we need to assign signal type for each port of the multiplier according to the requirement of Avalon. In Figure 7, the first 4 ports have already been auto recognized and assigned. But for the datain/dataout ports, we need to connect them manually. Here "export" means unconnected. 14) Here we assign the datain port as "writedata" type while dataout as "readdata".



Figure8. Assign Signal Type 15) So far we are nearly finished. In this tutorial we do not have to edit under the "Interfaces" tag, so we can directly "Next" to the final step of "Component Wizard". In this tap, we only have to specify a "component group", which is the category of the components in the list. Here we type "Custom Components". When finished, a new Custom Components category will be created and we can find our multiplier under it, as showed in Figure 11. Besides, we can also set parameters for our multiplier component including the name, version, as well as VHDL parameters. But due to our VHDL source file do not include any "Generic", the parameters window is empty.
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Figure9. Component Wizard 16) Now everything is done and as we can see the information field becomes green now. When click finish button, the system will prompt you the creation of the component file "xxx_hw.tcl" and the path of it. Choose yes and finish.



Figure10. Component File and its Path
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17) If you have already copied the VHDL source file into the folder of Quartus project before the Step 7), now the Custom Components category should appear and our hardware multiplier should be available. You can double-click it to include into your system as the same as other components, as we can see in the component list at left of Figure 11.



Figure11. Insert a New Custom Multiplier 18) However if your VHDL file is saved in another folder, probably you will not see the "Custom Component" and "HWMUL". But you can now copy both the VHDL source file and the newly created "xxx_hw.tcl" file together into your project folder. After refreshing the list, our custom components should appear. The command is under "File" menu. 19) All right. Now everything is done. It is possible if you want to assign a new name for the multiplier in the system, as Figure 12 showed. Then you can generate the SOPC system as usual.



2008/1/4
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Figure12. Change Component Name if Necessary 20) To access the multiplier in software, you can use C functions "IORD" and "IOWR" in the NIOS II IDE projects. Like the following code fragment: int x, y; x = 100; IOWR_32DIRECT(HWMUL_0_BASE, 0, x); y = IORD_32DIRECT(HWMUL_0_BASE, 0);



The returned value from Multiplier will be saved in variable y and can be used later.



5. Components Management When a new component is generated, a "xxx_hw.tcl" file will be created. The "xxx" is the same as the name of your VHDL source file. Together with the original HDL source file, these 2 files are minimum needed by the system when using this component. It also means when you want to share this component with other team members, you need to send both of the 2 files. If a new project requires an existing component, one method is to copy the 2 files into the project folder and then refresh the list in SOPC Builder. Or a more formal way is to save all the custom components in one organized folder and add the path into the project library from the project settings.
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6. Reference: [1] Quartus II Version 7.2 Handbook Volume 4: SOPC Builder, ALTERA Corporation, 2007.10, http://www.altera.com/literature/hb/qts/qts_qii5v4.pdf
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Appendix F. A Tutorial of Using the Read-Only Zip File System of ALTERA in NIOS II IDE 1. Introduction This tutorial is written for introducing more information on how to use the ALTERA Read-Only Zip File System and manage data stored in flash devices on FPGA development systems. Since there have existed documents from ALTERA and this article does not intend to substitute them, the tutorial can be seen as explanations or supplements to the official documents for beginners, rather than those traditional step by step tutorials. So it will be better for you to read this tutorial together with other ALTERA documents, which are the "Nios II Software Developer's Handbook" [1], the "Nios II Flash Programmer User Guide" [2] and so on, listed in the References. "The Read-Only Zip File System provides access to a simple file system stored in flash memory." [1] It is developed by ALTERA for software applications that programmed in NIOS II IDE, so that those applications can manage large amount of data by utilizing this file system. The read-only zip file system is necessary in 2 cases. The first is when you have to store large amount of data for applications. For example, if you are designing a MP3 player, the music files have to be saved into memory and then read by the soft program when playing songs, which requires a file system to handle. You cannot assign the music data manually to an integer array in a C-file. The second case is when you want your data nonvolatile. Since the zip file system is stored in the flash chip, the data will be there even when power-off, until you delete or rewrite them. As mentioned above, the read-only zip file system is located in flash memory devices, which are always separate devices other than FPGA chips on digital develop boards. This means you, as an engineer, have to have basic understandings of the flash memory, such as the size of memory, the accessing address, etc. At least you need to make sure whether there is a flash memory chip on your board. The best way to get to know the hardware of your develop kits, is to read the hardware description documents which are usually given together with hardware boards. In this tutorial, we are going to use the NIOS II Develop Kit Stratix II Edition [3] produced by ALTERA. Its corresponding description manual is called "Nios 2008/1/30
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Development Board Stratix II Edition Reference Manual" [4], which is downloadable from the website of ALTERA. If you are using other development boards produced by ALTERA, there should be also corresponding documents available on the same website. In case you are using FPGA system boards from Xilinx or other custom boards, do this as well or remember to contact the creator of the board if you cannot find the documents anywhere. It will save a lot of time when facing to unknown errors if you understand the hardware before running the programs. There are also drawbacks of the zip file system. The worst one probably is the file system cannot be written dynamically (as it is called "Read-Only"). This means data cannot be written into the flash chip, i.e. save a file into the file system, when the programs are running. You have to use a specialized software tool called "Flash Programmer" to write the flash devices and let the data be prepared before FPGAs start working. I have not focused on fixing this issue, but it worth to do especially when working with operation systems. Best wishes to those engineers who will work on solving it.



2. Tutorial Overview Now come to the overview of the tutorial. This section introduces the content of the passage briefly. a) First in section 3, we will take a look at the address of the flash memory on the NIOS II Develop Kit Stratix II Edition, together with some explanations and suggestions. You can skip this part if you are not using the Stratix II kit. b) Then we will try to run the template program that has already existed in NIOS II IDE. Though there is a "readme" file given by the project, it is not that easy to make the project work directly. Some supplement information to the "readme" file will be added. c) After that, there will be a short instruction on how to introduce such file system into your own application projects, as well as how to make an applicable zip file. d) Finally, we will focus on the software tool of the Flash Programmer. Some usual commands of memory operation will be introduced.



3. Flash Memory on NIOS II Develop Kit Stratix II Edition In the reference manual of Stratix II Edition of the NIOS II Develop Kit [4], there is 2008/1/30
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the related information of the flash memory device, which is mainly described in the sections of "Flash Memory", "Flash Memory Partitions" and "Restoring the Factory Configuration". 3.1 Address of the Flash Memory The size of the flash chip on Stratix II board is 16Mbytes, which is the reason why the address ranges from 0x00000000 to 0x00FFFFFF (16M), as we can seen in the following Table 1 copied from [4]. Note that the 2 "0"s at leftmost digits are configurable by SOPC builder when generating the SOPC systems, so that the address overlapping can be avoided between the flash memory and other devices.



Table 1 Flash Memory Partitions As widely known, FPGAs are volatile and require reconfiguring every time when power-up. The information of FPGA configuration has to be saved into some specialized nonvolatile devices. The flash memory could be one of used for the purpose. Clearly showed by Table 1, when receiving a new Stratix II board from ALTERA, the first 2MB (0x1FFFFF) and the last 4MB (4032 + 64 KB) are already in use for storing the factory information for the FPGA. The factory configuration is a FPGA implementation of demonstration designed by ALTERA to present the function of the development board. While the other spaces from 0x200000 to 0xBFFFFF (10MB) are blank and available for users. By default, when power-up, the board will first searches the address of the User Configuration area (0x800000) automatically to see if there is valid information to 2008/1/30
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configure the FPGA, and then turn to the space of the Factory Configuration if the user configuration fail to be loaded. If both fail, the FPGA will be left unconfigured. This means when burning your custom FPGA configuration into the flash memory, it is suggested to be saved into the 4MB User Configuration area, so that the board can recognize it. Though 10MB space is taken for factory configuration, you can still use the other 6Mbytes to store data for software applications. However, this memory partition is "merely a convention" [4] for the flash memory of the Stratix II development Kit. You do not have to obey strictly the partition of the address as Table 1 assigned. But for beginners, I still strongly recommended to save the user application data in the specified area of 0x200000 to 0x7FFFFF, and do not touch the factory configuration. This because once the factory data is overwritten, it is not that easy to be recovered. 3.2 Restoring the Factory Configuration Once any data in the area of the factory configuration space is changed, the factory demo implement will not be able to load anymore. Basically it is not a problem for the development board if you delete the factory configuration for getting more space for data storing, but you cannot anymore use the factory configuration implementation to verify if the board is still in good status, i.e. if there is any device broken on the board. When the other engineers get the board from you, they cannot use this utility neither. So please try NOT to overwrite the factory data unless you must do it. There is a way to recover the factory configuration, please follow the instructions of the appendix of "Restoring the Factory Configuration" of [4]. However, please note that the restoring procedure ONLY retrieves the 4032KB data in Factory Configuration area. The other 64KB Persistent Data and 2MB software application data will never back once changed, which means though the FPGA can be correctly configured after restoring, the factory demo implementation will not work properly, since the necessary parameters stored in Persistent Data area and software data are missing. 3.3 Useful Suggestions Here list some useful suggestions for using flash memory. a) If you are using ALTERA Stratix II development kit, try to use the area from 0x200000 to 0x7FFFFF for storing user data, and do not touch the factory configuration, as mentioned in the [4], "ALTERA recommends that you not overwrite the factory-programmed flash memory contents." 2008/1/30
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b) Before you are going to edit the contents and write new data into flash memory, whatever you will overwrite the factory configuration or not, it is better to make a copy of the whole memory as a backup. You can read the current data inside flash out and save it as a file into your computer. Then you can recover the flash memory from it anytime later. It is useful and highly recommended. The detailed operation command will be introduced in the section 6.



4. Tips for Running the Template Zip File System in NIOS II IDE There is a template project in NIOS II IDE for presenting zip file system, which is the best way to get to understand how to use it. Here we will not introduce too many details about using NIOS IDE and so on, but focusing on some important aspects necessary for running the template project which are missing in the official documents. If you are a beginner of NIOS IDE, take a look at [5] for more helps. 4.1 Creating Zip File System Template Project To create a template project, simply select from the list, as Figure 1 showed.



Figure 1 Creating a Template Project
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4.2 Make Sure There is a Flash Memory in your SOPC System Before using the Zip File System, you need to make sure 1) there is a hardware flash memory chip in your FPGA system; 2) there is a flash memory component in your SOPC system as well. This is the reason why you have to use "standard" or "Full Featured" NIOS II hardware designs when choosing PTF file if you are using ALTERA made boards. 4.3 Create a New System Library Please remember to create a new system library for the template project, even if there have already some existed ones available. Since the data file in "zip" format will not be added into the system library if you select the old ones.



Figure 2 Creating a New System Library After the project created, you will see the "files.zip" listed in the system library, which contains 3 txt files, as Figure 3 showed.



2008/1/30
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Figure 3 Zip File in the System Library 4.4 Programming FPGA before Flash Memory The "files.zip" has to be written into the flash memory before the template project runs. It is easy to do this with "Flash Programmer" under the "Tools" menu in NIOS II IDE. You can follow the instructions in the readme.txt file of the template project without change anything in the main window, as Figure 4 showed.



Figure 4 Settings in Flash Programmer However, my experience shows that before programming the flash as mentioned above, you have to program the FPGA device firstly with the "Quartus II Programmer" under the "Tools" menu. Otherwise your flash will not be correctly 2008/1/30
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programmed. Perhaps this is because the operation on the flash memory device needs some digital logic inside the FPGA. Once the data is written into flash memory correctly, it will show some similar messages as following in the console window. After that, you can run the template project as normal. Programmed 1KB +63KB in 0.0s Device contents checksummed OK Leaving target processor paused



4.5 Change the Base Address for the Data inside Flash Memory When programming the flash memory, since we do not want to overwrite the factory configuration as described in section 3, the base address has to be changed in advance. If you are not using the Stratix II development kit, just skip this part. You edit the base address in the following steps: a) Right click on the system library project (In this tutorial is called zip_filesystem_0_ syslib), then "Properties". b) From the "System Library", click "Software Component …" button at bottom. c) Then in the window of "Altera Zip Read-Only File System", all the parameters of settings are listed. d) Here we need to change the Offset from "0x100000" to "0x200000", showed in Figure 5.



Figure 5 Change the Offset in Flash Memory 2008/1/30
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4.6 How to Read Files in the Flash Memory After all the parameters of the zip files system are correctly set, and the data is written into the flash memory, now you can use the data with the most traditional ways in C language. Most functions in the "stdio.h" are supported to read the data from flash memory. The C main function in the template project provides a very good code example as reference. For C function references, there is a good website called cplusplus.com [6].



5. How to Introduce the Zip File System into Your Projects After section 4, you must have had more ideas about the ALTERA zip file system. Now we will take a look at introducing such a file system into your own projects. 5.1 Prepare a Zip File The first and foremost step is to create a zip file and then copy to your system library project. All the files that will be put into the flash have to archive as a single zip file. It is an interesting thing that the ALTERA requires not to zip the zip file for the zip file system, i.e. leave the zip file uncompressed. Thus, you have to choose the compression rate as "None" in Winzip software. If you are using Winrar, there is also a similar option that you have to choose before compressing files.



Figure 6 Do not Compress Files inside Zip 2008/1/30
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After creating the zip file, you can add it into the system library project either by copy it to the folder of the library project or cut/copy first from somewhere (for example the desktop), right click the name of the library project in NIOS II IDE then choose "Paste". 5.2 Setting Parameters of Zip File System After add the zip file into system library project, you have to activate the read-only zip file system so that the IDE knows you are going to use it. Detailed information has been told in section 4.5. Usually, you just need to set the "mount-point" (default as /mnt/rozipfs) and the offset. 5.3 Compile and Download Then you will have to recompile the system library project. Also, you need to program the flash device to write the zip file into it, which also discussed in section 4. 5.4 Debug and/or Run Now the project is ready to debug and run.



6. Flash Device Operation by Flash Programmer Flash Programmer is a software tool developed by ALTERA. "The purpose of the NIOS II flash programmer is to program data into a flash memory device connected to an ALTERA FPGA. The flash programmer sends file contents over an ALTERA download cable …" [2] You can run this flash programmer either in IDE Mode, as we did in the section 4 and 5, or in Command-Line Mode in NIOS II Command Shell. The latter mode is more powerful and supports more operations for the advanced users. Here we will introduce some simple but frequently used commands in command-line mode of the flash programmer. 6.1 How to Invoke the Command-Lind Mode First you need to open NIOS II Command Shell, which is located in the same branch with the "NIOS II IDE". Choose it from "Start" -> "Programs" -> "Altera" -> "Nios II EDS" -> "NIOS II Command Shell".



2008/1/30
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Figure 7 Invoke Flash Programmer in Command Shell Then you can invoke the Flash Programmer by typing "nios2-flash-programmer" plus parameters, as Figure 7 showed, just like other command shells. 6.2 Create a Flash Memory Backup It is highly recommended that you create a backup of all the flash memory before you edit it. It can be done by reading all the data inside flash out and save as a file into your computer. The whole command is "nios2-flash-programmer --base 0x000000 --read=backup.flash". Then all the data will be save into a "backup.flash" file into your current folder. When you want to write it back, do "nios2-flash-programmer --base 0x000000 --program=backup.flash". 6.3 Erase the Content in the Flash Sometimes you will need to delete the content inside the memory, especially when the user configuration is valid inside the flash. This will lead to the FPGA be automatically configured when power-up and start to run some programs existed. Clear the memory becomes the solution of eliminating the unintended system behaviors. The simplest way to delete is erase all of the memory, just by the command of "nios2-flash-programmer --erase -all". But please be most careful when using this, since it works like the command "format C:" in the DOS times. 2008/1/30
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A better way to erase is to delete the exact area you want, with more detailed parameters, given an example: "nios2-flash-programmer --base 0x000000 --erase=0x200000, 0x5FFFFF", which means to delete 0x5FFFFF (6MB) starting from 0x200000. More command parameters can be found from [2].



7. Conclusion OK, that's all for this tutorial. Hope you have known how to use the ALTERA zip file system in your projects. There should be mistakes in this article. Welcome and please feel free to send your comments and questions to [email protected]. Thanks!



8. References: [1] Chapter 6 and 15, Nios II Software Developer's Handbook, version 7.2, ALTERA Corporation, 2007.10, http://www.altera.com/literature/hb/nios2/n2sw_nii5v2.pdf [2] Nios II Flash Programmer User Guide, version 1.5, ALTERA Corporation, 2007.11, http://www.altera.com/literature/ug/ug_nios2_flash_programmer.pdf [3] Nios II Development Kit, Stratix II Edition, http://www.altera.com/literature/ug/ug_nios2_flash_programmer.pdf [4] Nios Development Board Stratix II Edition Reference Manual, version 1.3, ALTERA Corporation, 2007.5, http://www.altera.com/literature/manual/mnl_nios2_board_stratixII_2s60_rohs.pd f [5] Nios II IDE Help System, version 1.4, ALTERA Corporation, 2007.10, http://www.altera.com/literature/ug/ug_nios2_ide_help.pdf [6] cstdio (stdio.h), cplusplus.com, http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/clibrary/cstdio/, last visited: 2008.2.1
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Appendix G. Explanations for the Number Recognizing C Code 1. Introduction In the project of IL2213/2214, there is a piece of C code used for reading the numbers in the "txt" files inside the flash memory, since we need them to make calculations for the Finite Impulse Response (FIR) but cannot assign such a lot numbers one by one to an integer array. This appendix is the explanation for the C code to make it easier to understand, though there are already comments together with the codes. The entire piece of code can be found in the "NumberRecognizing.c" file together with this tutorial, which is also in the project source code files.



2. Explanations 2.1 Functionality The overall task for the code is to read coefficients numbers from a txt file inside flash memory, then save them into an integer array. The coefficients must be integers and range from -2048 to 2047, since it is required 12 bits numbers by the FIR digital system. For those numbers range out of bound, the C code will automatically cut them to 2047 or -2048. The code is intelligent and recognize each number automatically, but requires the data saved in the txt file: 1) presented in decimal numbers; 2) each decimal must be no more than 4 digits, but minus integer could add one more "-" in front; 3) there should be at least one symbol or blank between two numbers (but not "-"). 2.2 Open the Txt File First we need to open the coeff.txt with fopen(). The path of the file is set when mounting the flash memory and storing data files. For more information of using the flash memory file system in NIOS II IDE, see the Appendix F. fp = fopen ("/mnt/rozipfs/coeff.txt", "r");
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2.3 Fread to a Buffer Then we will read data from coeff.txt to a buffer, which is a char array. The size of the buffer is changeable, and can be adjusted according to the size of the data cache of the processor. #define FileBufferSize 20 char FileBuffer [FileBufferSize+5]; ReadSize = fread (&FileBuffer[5], 1, FileBufferSize, fp);



The reason of defining FileBufferSize as 20 but size of char array to 25 is because the minimum minus number could be 5 chars long (-xxxx). If the last character is "-" we will need 5 more characters to make decisions. 2.4 FSM for Recognizing Then the code starts recognizing numbers. Here I used a FSM to manage the states, which showed in Figure 1. if ((FileBuffer[i]>=48 && FileBuffer[i]=48 && FileBuffer[i+1]=48 && FileBuffer[i+2]=48 && FileBuffer[i+3]=48 && FileBuffer[i+4]


As showed in the above code segment, the code will check each character one by one to see if the number is in 4 digits. The FSM also have to think whether the first character is a "-" to indicate minus numbers or not (This is not present in Figure 1). 2.5 Manage the Char Buffer As mentioned in 2.3, the real array size is 5 chars larger then user defined. The purpose is to check if the last character in the array is the head of another number. But it is also possible to be a tail of a number which have been recognized. So the last 5 chars may leave without processed. Thus the algorithm will need some more lines to copy the last several unprocessed number to the front of the char buffer and recognize them again together with new content read from txt file. The last 1/4 codes mainly work for this.
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Figure 1 FSM for the Recognizing Algorithm
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3. Conclusion Above all, the codes of number recognizing are briefly introduced. Most of the parameters are configurable with "#define". The recognizing codes prepare all the integer arrays with numbers that intended for the FIR calculation. The piece of code could reuse later to load more numbers.
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Appendix
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Hardware



Multiplier/Adder 1. Introduction In the project of IL2213/2214, we made a SOPC system ourselves which includes a customed multiplier and an adder in VHDL. The appendix is written to give more explanations for the VHDL codes.



2. Multiplier 2.1 Entity Interface The Entity of the multiplier contains only the minimum interface signals required by Avalon Interconnection Fabric.



2.2 Multiplication by "*" Actually the multiplication in the VHDL just wrote in a single line:



The "*" was recognized by Quartus II and synthesized. It is implemented by the DSP block in FPGA by default. The result saved in the temp variable. 2.3 Counters inside Multiplier There are two counters integrated inside with the multiplier, used to count the communication time of the BUS. When receiving a "write" command, the data will be 2008/2/2
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written into the multiplier for calculation, meanwhile the first counter of "countWR2RD" will start to work. Later when receiving a "read" command, the result will be returned. At that time, the first counter will stop and the second counter "countRD2WR" will start counting until receiving the next "write" command, and its counting numbers will return together with the next result of multiplication. The main problem of the counter is that the limited bits length restricts the counting range. So the counter is easily overflow when working in debug mode or used after some times.



2.4 Format of Output Results The length of the output is 32 bits, which is required by the Avalon Interconnection Fabric (n * 8). The leftmost 12 bits is the result of the multiplication. Actually because the 2 input operands are both limited to 12 bits signed, the output length should be 24 bits signed (12 + 12 – 1 downto 0). However the length is cut since the system needs the multiplier also return 12 bits numbers. The rest of bits are the results of 2 counters. One is 9 bits, the other is 10 bits. And the last 1 bit is valid indication (result is valid when "1"). All together, 12 + 9 + 10 + 1 = 32.



3. Adder There are few differences between the Adder and Multiplier in VHDL. Perhaps the only one except for changing "*" to "+" is that there's one more bit for the result of addition before cut down, to avoid overflow of add operation.
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Appendix I. Explanations of C Code of FIR Calculation 1. Introduction This appendix is used to explain how the FIR calculation was performed in the C code of the project of IL2213/2214, with more comments to the codes.



2. General Steps Generally speaking, before FIR calculation, all the data samples and coefficients are stored in 2 integer arrays and ready for use. This will save calculation time since the processor does not have to read more data from memory again. Then there is a loop of calculation operation started once for each sample. The operation procedure inside each loop can be further divided into 5 steps, as Figure 1 showed.



Figure 1 Steps of FIR Calculation for Each Sample The first step is to read a new sample from the arrays mentioned before, and save it into a delay line (buffer) which is a set of registers in serial. The numbers of registers is configurable and defined by the parameter of "taps" of the FIR filter. Figure 1 only gave a 4 taps FIR filter example. Each time the newest sample is put into the end of the delay line (leftmost in the Figure), and the oldest one is dropped. Take a look at 2008/2/3
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the codes below. for (j=DelayLineSize-2; j>=0; j--) { delayLine [j+1] = delayLine [j]; } delayLine [0] = inputs [i];



The second step is to add the numbers inside delay line pair by pair, which utilize the property of symmetry of the coefficients. This will save a half of multiplications, so that reduce operation time and improve the performance. if (DelayLineSize%2 == 0) { // even FIR taps for (j=0; j


Then the multiplications will start, according to the numbers of coefficients. This is the third step. for (j=0; j


After that, all the numbers will be accumulated together to get the result of the FIR calculation of the sample. Since the output should be no more than 12 bits, the results of the accumulation have to be scaled to 2047 or -2048 if out of range. dataAccumulation = 0; for (j=0; j 2047) { dataAccumulation = 2047; // set outputs into 12 bits range } if (dataAccumulation < -2048) { dataAccumulation = -2048; }



Finally, there is a buffer for saving the results. 2008/2/3
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3. Hardware Multiplication/Addition All the steps described above are performed in software, i.e. calculated by the processor. As required by the specification of the project, the multiplication and addition operation have also to be able to perform by another separate units attached to the SOPC system. In such cases, there are only small changes to the code. Just instead the "+" and "*" by IOWR() / IORD() instructions and let custom hardware to perform the calculation. Here gives an example: IOWR_32DIRECT(HWMUL_0_BASE, 0, dataBeforeMul[j]); dataAfterMul[j] = IORD_32DIRECT(HWMUL_0_BASE, 0);



4. Performance Counter Core In the code, we used performance counter core to measure the running time for the interested pieces of codes, which requires more instructions to open/stop the counters. We will introduce more about how to use performance counter core in Appendix J.
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Appendix J. Introduction to the Performance Counter Core 1. Introduction The Performance Counter Core is an IP Core used as a peripheral for SOPC systems which made by ALTERA. It is actually a set of counters. By attaching to the Avalon Interconnection Fabric, the NIOS processors of SOPC system can run/stop the counters inside IP Core via sending instructions. The Performance Counter Core is mainly used to evaluation the performance of the code sections. To measure the performing time of a piece of code, just put a "run" instruction at the beginning to start the counter and then stop it at the end of the code you want to measure. The return counting values from the core can be then translated to the time according to the system clock frequency. The IP core can be divided into 8 parts: 1 Global Counter and 7 Section Counters. The global counter controls all 7 section counters, and have to be started before the section counters. Each of 7 section counters contains 2 counters: one 32-bit events counter and one 64-bit time counter. The time counter is used to count the time, while the events counter counts how many times is this section counter called.



2. How to Use the IP Core It is not difficult to introduce a Performance Counter Core into your system. Just need to add one more component when compose your SOPC system, as Figure 1 showed. Then we need to select how many sections you are going to use, which is the only parameter you need to configure, from 1 to 7. See Figure 2. The Performance Counter Core is quite FPGA area consuming. Each counters inside takes many resources of the FPGA. So you need to think about how many sections of counters you are going to use. The more sections in use, the more logic units of the FPGA needed. And it should remember that all of the counters should be removed before the final version of the product made.
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Figure 1 The Component of Performance Counter Unit



Figure 2 Choosing the Numbers of Sections
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After the hardware added into the system, it is easily controlled by inserting instructions in the NIOS II IDE. Here gives an example of calling the counters of C codes. /* Head file for the address of registers */ #include "altera_avalon_performance_counter.h" /* Reset all the counters inside core */ PERF_RESET (PERFORMANCE_COUNTER_BASE); /* Start Performance Counter for Global time measurement */ PERF_START_MEASURING (PERFORMANCE_COUNTER_BASE); /* Section Counter 1 */ PERF_BEGIN (PERFORMANCE_COUNTER_BASE, 1); // Start ... PERF_END (PERFORMANCE_COUNTER_BASE, 1);



// Stop



... /* Section Counter 2 */ PERF_BEGIN (PERFORMANCE_COUNTER_BASE, 2); // Start ... PERF_END (PERFORMANCE_COUNTER_BASE, 2);



// Stop



/* Stop Global Counter, and thus all the section counters stopped */ PERF_STOP_MEASURING (PERFORMANCE_COUNTER_BASE); /* Print Measurement Data in format */ perf_print_formatted_report( (void*)PERFORMANCE_COUNTER_BASE, // Hardware Address ALT_CPU_FREQ, 2, "Code Piece 1", "Interested Area 2"



// Clock Fequency // Numbers of Sections // Name of the 1st section // Name of the 2nd section



);



3. Overheads The counter core is high performance with many advantages: easy-to-use, more accurate, etc. But the counter itself also introduces overheads. Since the open/close 2008/2/3
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instructions take time to run on the processor, the return counting value is actually larger than the real running time because of the overheads. However, the overhead of the performance counter core is the lowest compare to the other two ways of time measurement: GNU Profiler and Interval Timer Peripheral. See the reference of AN391 of ALTERA [2].



4. References: [1] Chapter 19 Performance Counter Core, Quartus II Version 7.2 Handbook Volume 5: Embedded Peripherals, version 7.2, ALTERA Corporation, 2007.10, http://www.altera.com/literature/hb/nios2/n2cpu_nii5v3.pdf [2] Application Notes 391, Profiling Nios II Systems, version 1.2, ALTERA Corporation, 2006.2, http://www.altera.com/literature/an/an391.pdf
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Appendix K. Using Filterbuilder to Design a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) 1. Open the Filterbuilder GUI by typing the following at the MATLAB prompt: Filterbuilder The Response Selection dialog box appears. In this dialog box, you can select from a list of filter response types. Select Lowpass in the list box.



Hit the OK button. The Lowpass Design dialog box opens. Here you can specify the writable parameters of the the Lowpass filter object. The components of the Main frame of this dialog box are described in the section titled Lowpass Filter Design Dialog Box — Main Pane. In the dialog box, make the following changes: Specify order as 11. Enter a Fpass value of 9600.Enter a Fstop value of 12000. Enter a Input Fs value of 48000. Select structure as Direct-form symmetric FIR.
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Click Apply, then switch to Data Types Tab, choose fixed-point arithmetic and specify the word length as following:
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Click Apply, now we can generate HDL codes in Code Generation Tab.
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A new window titled “Generate HDL” appears, containing many options for generating HDL code. Here we only change Architecture to “Fully Serial” then click Generate.
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After a few seconds, a new VHDL file is generated in user’s MATLAB directory. You can change the design and click Apply, followed by View Filter Response, as many times as needed until your design specifications are met.
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Here is the HDL code for Hardware FIR reference design we use for comparison. ----------



------------------------------------------------------------Module: fir_ser Generated by MATLAB(R) 7.5 and the Filter Design HDL Coder 2.1. Generated on: 2007-12-01 23:34:47 -------------------------------------------------------------



-- -------------------------------------------------------------- HDL Code Generation Options: --- TargetLanguage: VHDL -- Name: fir_ser -- SerialPartition: 11 -- TestBenchName: fir_tb -- TestBenchStimulus: chirp impulse noise ramp step --- Filter Settings: --- Discrete-Time FIR Filter (real) -- -------------------------------- Filter Structure : Direct-Form Symmetric FIR -- Filter Length : 11 -- Stable : Yes -- Linear Phase : Yes (Type 1) -- Arithmetic : fixed -- Numerator : s12,11 -> [-1 1) -- Input : s12,11 -> [-1 1) -- Filter Internals : Specify Precision -Output : s12,11 -> [-1 1) -Tap Sum : s13,11 -> [-2 2) -Product : s24,23 -> [-1 1) -Accumulator : s30,29 -> [-1 1) -Round Mode : nearest -Overflow Mode : saturate -- ------------------------------------------------------------LIBRARY IEEE; USE IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
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Project Design Courses IL2213/2214 USE IEEE.numeric_std.ALL; ENTITY fir_ser IS PORT( clk clk_enable reset filter_in DOWNTO 0); -- sfix12_En11 filter_out DOWNTO 0) -- sfix12_En11 );



: : :



IN IN IN : :



std_logic; std_logic; std_logic; IN std_logic_vector(11 OUT



std_logic_vector(11



END fir_ser;



-----------------------------------------------------------------Module Architecture: fir_ser ---------------------------------------------------------------ARCHITECTURE rtl OF fir_ser IS -- Local Functions -- Type Definitions TYPE delay_pipeline_type IS ARRAY (NATURAL range 


CONSTANT const_zero to_signed(0, 12); -- sfix12_En11 -- Signals SIGNAL cur_count
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: signed(11 DOWNTO 0) :=



: unsigned(3 DOWNTO 0); -- ufix4 7



Project Design Courses IL2213/2214 SIGNAL phase_10 SIGNAL phase_0 SIGNAL delay_pipeline sfix12_En11 SIGNAL preaddmux_a1 sfix12_En11 SIGNAL preaddmux_b1 sfix12_En11 SIGNAL tapsum_1 sfix13_En11 SIGNAL tapsum_mcand_1 sfix13_En11 SIGNAL acc_final sfix30_En29 SIGNAL acc_out_1 sfix30_En29 SIGNAL product_1 sfix24_En23 SIGNAL product_1_mux sfix12_En11 SIGNAL mul_temp sfix25_En22 SIGNAL prod_typeconvert_1 sfix30_En29 SIGNAL acc_sum_1 sfix30_En29 SIGNAL acc_in_1 sfix30_En29 SIGNAL add_temp sfix31_En29 SIGNAL output_typeconvert sfix12_En11 SIGNAL output_register sfix12_En11



: std_logic; -- boolean : std_logic; -- boolean : delay_pipeline_type(0 TO 10); -: signed(11 DOWNTO 0); -: signed(11 DOWNTO 0); -: signed(12 DOWNTO 0); -: signed(12 DOWNTO 0); -: signed(29 DOWNTO 0); -: signed(29 DOWNTO 0); -: signed(23 DOWNTO 0); -: signed(11 DOWNTO 0); -: signed(24 DOWNTO 0); -: signed(29 DOWNTO 0); -: signed(29 DOWNTO 0); -: signed(29 DOWNTO 0); -: signed(30 DOWNTO 0); -: signed(11 DOWNTO 0); -: signed(11 DOWNTO 0); --



BEGIN -- Block Statements Counter_process : PROCESS (clk, reset) BEGIN IF reset = '1' THEN
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Project Design Courses IL2213/2214 cur_count  (OTHERS => '0')); ELSIF clk'event AND clk = '1' THEN IF phase_10 = '1' THEN delay_pipeline(0) 


preaddmux_a1 
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------------------ Serial partition # 1 ------------------



product_1_mux  '0', OTHERS => '1') WHEN mul_temp(24) = '0' AND mul_temp(23 DOWNTO 22) /= "00" ELSE (23 => '1', OTHERS => '0') WHEN mul_temp(24) = '1' AND mul_temp(23 DOWNTO 22) /= "11" ELSE (resize(mul_temp & '0', 24)); prod_typeconvert_1  '0', OTHERS => '1') WHEN (add_temp(30) = '0' AND add_temp(29) /= '0') OR (add_temp(30) = '0' AND add_temp(29 DOWNTO 0) = "011111111111111111111111111111") -- special case0 ELSE (29 => '1', OTHERS => '0') WHEN add_temp(30) = '1' AND add_temp(29) /= '1' ELSE (add_temp(29 DOWNTO 0)); acc_in_1 
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Acc_reg_1_process : PROCESS (clk, reset) BEGIN IF reset = '1' THEN acc_out_1  '0'); ELSIF clk'event AND clk = '1' THEN IF clk_enable = '1' THEN acc_out_1  '0'); ELSIF clk'event AND clk = '1' THEN IF phase_0 = '1' THEN acc_final  '0', OTHERS => '1') WHEN acc_final(29) = '0' AND acc_final(28 DOWNTO 17) = "111111111111" ELSE resize(shift_right(acc_final(29) & acc_final(29 DOWNTO 17) + 1, 1), 12); Output_Register_process : PROCESS (clk, reset) BEGIN IF reset = '1' THEN output_register  '0'); ELSIF clk'event AND clk = '1' THEN IF phase_10 = '1' THEN output_register 
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